For

MICROSOFT WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP (WVD)

companies that need simplified
management, reduced cost and
increased productivity for their
desktops, Spartan’s virtual desktop
migration services define the

Delivered
Virtually.

Windows
Virtual
Desktop

The most reliable methodology for a
functioning virtual desktop environment.
IT environments are not a place where surprises are good.
This is a place where boring is good and predictable is
even better. Here is where you capture the advantages of
virtual desktop predictably and stability. We deliver a
focused and defined way to migrate and manage your
virtual desktop environment, with no surprises.
Our proven methodology for migrating and managing virtual
desktop environments in the cloud has delivered expected
results for clients in many different fields of business.
If your organization is experiencing geographic expansion,
rapid customer growth or approaching a hardware refresh,
now would be a great time to consider Windows Virtual
Desktop.
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Windows Virtual Desktop is
a comprehensive desktop
and app virtualization
service running in the cloud.
It’s the only virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) that
delivers simplified
management, multi-session
Windows 10, optimizations
for Office 365 and support
for Remote Desktop
Services (RDS)
environments. Deploy and
scale your Windows
desktops and apps on Azure
in minutes and get built-in
security and compliance
features.
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Why WVD?

Benefits

SECURE ACCESS

PRODUCTIVITY

WVD delivers enhanced security with Azure AD integration, two-factor
authentication, and role-based access control.

Employees stay as productive with
a virtualized experience on a PC,
phone, tablet, or browser as they
are with a physical PC sitting right
in front of them.

SEAMLESS BACKUPS
Backup of ALL your data into the Cloud that can be restored extremely quick.

ELASTIC WORKFORCE
WVD allows you to scale up or down as needed if your organization has an
elastic workforce (i.e. mergers/acquisitions, short-term employees, contractor/
partner access).

EMPLOYEE NEEDS
WVD helps meet employee-specific needs such as BYOD or mobile staff
needing flexible work locations.

SPECIALIZED WORKLOADS
WVD handles specialized workloads like design/engineering, ERP applications
and legacy applications with ease.

Take the self-assessment to help you determine
if Windows Virtual Desktop is right for you.
ASSESSMENT
•
•
•

You need the ability to add users quickly and easily regardless of their
work location
You need to scale efficiently on demand
Your end-users need a seamless rich client experience with Outlook,
Search, Cortana, OneDrive, and Teams

•

You need to manage different deployment types across different types
of users or applications

•
•
•

You need to bring Remote Desktop Services (RDS) to your users

•

You are in a regulated industry and need to meet strict compliance
requirements

•

You want to reduce management and deployment costs for Windows
Server.

You need integrated security and management
You need to run Windows 7 legacy applications post upcoming Win 7
EOL
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SIMPLIFIED
MANAGEMENT
Simplify management,
provisioning, and access to
corporate data and applications.

SUPPORT CUSTOMERS
Support customers as they migrate
to the cloud.

REDUCE COSTS
Reduce the costs and resources
associated with managing onpremises infrastructure.

EMPOWER IT
Empower IT to transform the
workplace.

Spartan Systems is your Cloud
Partner for improving the efficiency,
reliability, security and maintenance
of your IT systems while lowering the
overall costs and redirecting your
resources to focus on what moves
your business forward. We are IT
professionals and Managed Services
Provider, a Silver Cloud Platform
Microsoft Provider.
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